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Under The Dome: A Novel

On an entirely normal, beautiful fall day in Chester's Mill, Maine, the town is inexplicably and
suddenly sealed off from the rest of the world by an invisible force field. Planes crash into it and fall
from the sky in flaming wreckage, a gardener's hand is severed as "the dome" comes down on it,
people running errands in the neighboring town are divided from their families, and cars explode on
impact. No one can fathom what this barrier is, where it came from, and when - or if - it will go away.
Dale Barbara, Iraq vet and now a short-order cook, finds himself teamed with a few intrepid citizens
- town newspaper owner Julia Shumway, a physician's assistant at the hospital, a select-woman,
and three brave kids. Against them stands Big Jim Rennie, a politician who will stop at nothing even murder - to hold the reins of power, and his son, who is keeping a horrible secret in a dark
pantry. But their main adversary is the Dome itself. Because time isn't just short. It's running out.
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*This review is for Under the Dome: Part 2, but has now merged reviews for the half-book with the
all the ones for the full novel, which seems very confusing.*In case you haven't read any of the
reviews for Under the Dome "Part 1," be aware....and BEWARE. This is NOT a sequel to Under the
Dome. Greedy publishers have made a horrible decision to take the original 1,000 page novel and
split it into two parts. If you fall for this and buy both Part 1 and Part 2, you will have paid more for
the book than you would in some other formats, but the worst part of this is the treatment of those
readers who don't like paying around $20 or more for a new hardcover or around $15 for a new

large paperback, who wait for the smaller mass market paperback to buy a writer's newest book.
Those readers now will have to pay the same amount as everyone else for the book because they'll
have to buy two paperbacks at regular price to get the whole story. When I was younger, I didn't
have money in my budget to buy brand new hardcovers, so when the small paperback finally came
out, I'd get it for about $7 and be able to read the story. A few years ago, beginning with the book
Cell, they increased the size of Stephen King mass market paperbacks and raised the price to $10.
That apparently wasn't enough, as now they want you to pay for two books to get one full story. It
can't have anything to do with the quantity of pages in the book; they've printed regular sized,
regular priced paperbacks before of the novels It and The Stand: Complete and Uncut. This boils
down to misleading advertising and a desire to squeeze as much out of loyal readers as possible.
Not a good move.
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